Red White and Blue Snacks
Firework Cake!!!!!!
For a fantastic creative treat, Make regular yellow cake in a big rectangular
pan, follow the directions on the box. Then with a disk shaped cookie cutter,
cut the cake into about 5 disks. Mix Red Pop Rocks into red icing or Vanilla
with red food coloring. Then place the disks on top of one another with a
layer of cool whip in between each. Surround the sides and top with your
"popping" icing and add a sparkler to the top before serving. This will
represent a fireworks fuse!
Everyone will be amazed to see such a sparkling desert!
Dip Pretzel Rods half way in white chocolate (or coat with white frosting).
Then, before the chocolate sets, roll the pretzel rod in red and blue
sprinkles. Presto, you have edible sparklers.
Red, white, and blue yogurt cups.
They need vanilla yogurt, strawberries, and blueberries. Give each child a
cup of vanilla yogurt and have them mix in strawberries and blueberries and
enjoy. Watch out for allergies.
Special Breakfast Recipe
choose: pancakes or waffles
ingredients: pancake/waffle mix (or your own batter), blueberries,
cranberries.
To Make: spread batter out on waffle iron or skillet. for pancakes: wait until
one side of the pancake is almost done, then carefully put blueberries in the
upper left corner, and cranberry stripes. Flip pancakes.
for waffles: make the flag pattern and close the iron. the berries might
show up faintly.
Serve with powdered sugar or whipped cream.

4th Of July Smoothies- 1 cp. of bananas, strawberries, & Blueberries.
1 sm. carton yogurt.1 cp. of of milk. Sugar and Honey for taste.1 cp. of ice.
Put in blender and let it whirl until smooth!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Frosty Fireworks
Allow children to freeze their favorite blue & red juice in ice cube trays.
Place frozen colored cubes in cups & add clear soda ( 7up or sprite) and drink
the 'fireworks' result!!
Take a large washed and dried strawberry and hold it by the stem. Dip the
strawberry half way in melted white chocolate. Then quickly dip in blue
sprinkles for a delicious patriotic treat!!

